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Yeşilova Höyük is situated in the middle of the Bornova Plain, at the meeting point of the Gökdere and Manda rivers. The settlement area is located 80 cm below the plain surface, 4 km from the present-day coastline.

Bornova Plain, which had similar geographical boundaries in prehistory, became home to the first settlers of the İzmir region. There are five prehistoric mounds on the plain, including Yeşilova Höyük (Map).

Yeşilova Höyük is the oldest settlement centre within the city of İzmir. This centre, together with Yassıtepe and Ipeklikuyu Höyük makes up İzmir’s Prehistoric Settlement Area (Fig. 1).

---

1 During the excavations carried out in the years 1948–1949 at Bayraklı Höyük, located north of the coastal strip, cultural levels belonging to the Early and Middle Bronze Ages were uncovered (Akurgal 1950). Recent surveys (Derin – Batmaz 2004, 79; Derin 2006, 1–4) have shown that there are other settlement areas dating to the Bronze Age on the Bornova Plain (İpeklikuyu Höyük,张先生Baş-Tepebaş and Yassıtepe Höyük).
The Excavations

Excavations began in 2005 but were followed by a break. Work resumed in 2008 under the auspices of the Culture and Tourism Ministry and the Ege University. The settlement area is thought to be some 70,000 m² in size. In prehistoric times, the Bornova plain, with its easy topography, rich flora and animal resources, was the perfect place to settle for its first inhabitants (Fig. 2).

Yeşilova is a höyük, or mound, type settlement that is now lower than the present day level of the plain. Apart from a very small amount of Late Roman pottery on the surface, no other settlement evidence was visible.

Yeşilova Höyük consisted of three cultural levels. These levels can be listed as follows:

- Level III: Neolithic Period
- Level II: Chalcolithic Period
- Level I: Early Bronze Age – Roman Period

Level III (Neolithic Period)

The Neolithic settlement takes the form of eight cultural layers on top of the virgin soil. Here it is possible to follow the whole Neolithic development in the Aegean Region. Almost every layer contains a deposit of mud-clay, evidence there had been a flood.

Due to the high clay content of the soil, some of the layers that were established immediately after a flood had dried up were almost as hard as concrete.

The Neolithic layers were only researched in a restricted area, where the remains of stone foundations were found (Fig. 3). However, mud floors covered with ashes and with pottery pieces on them were uncovered on every layer.

The most important elements that characterise the Neolithic settlement levels are the pottery and the small finds. These finds show that the Neolithic at Yeşilova Höyük developed in three phases; levels III 8–6, 5–3 and 2–1.

Levels III 8–6

The finds from the first settlement of the höyük were uncovered on virgin soil approximately 4 m below the present day level of the plain. This level's pottery group is handmade and monochrome (Fig. 6).

The pots are well fired. Greyish, light/very light yellowish and reddish brown tones are the dominant paste and surface colours. However, one pottery group is cream in colour.

The following forms have been identified: some of them are spherical in shape and neckless, narrowing at the mouth; bowls with everted rims and flaring shallow bowls are seen for the first time in this phase.

Among the other forms there are necked jars with everted mouth rims, bowls with straight sides, semi-spherical bowls and ›S‹ profile bowls.

Tube handles are frequently seen on the jars. These are usually on the tall jars; there are also a small number of broad jars with this handle type.

Vertically attached round handles are seen on the large jars and short broad ones. The bases of the pots are flat or slightly raised.
Fig. 2 Sketch of the neolithic settlement.
Fig. 3  The Neolithic settlement of Yeşilova.

Fig. 4  The Chalcolithic settlement of Yeşilova.
mud bricks, wattle and daub and rushes, were exchanged for rectangular houses with stone foundations (Fig. 3), indicating social change, as well as alterations in building techniques and spatial organisation. Other innovations were red-polished pottery, painted pottery, stamp seals and improvements in agriculture.

The colours of the paste of the pottery from this period are light brown and red. The colour of the slip is reddish-brown and becomes redder towards the surface.

The shape repertoire of the pots includes jars with long necks and everted rims, which are the most common form. Among the bowl shapes are shallow flaring bowls, bowls plain in shape with straight sides and S-profile bowls (Fig. 5–6). This phase can be seen as the Neolithic renaissance period. The finds are very rich and greater in number. The number of settlements in the İzmir region also increased during this period.

Around 6,000 BC there was a dramatic shift in the climate that brought drought to Anatolia. Many farmers were forced to move to find better-suited areas to live in. People coming from eastern Anatolia started to settle down in the more rainy and fruitful areas of the west. Villages in the coastal region, such as Barbaros, Küçük Yamanlar, Çukuriçi, Yassıtepe, Araptepe, and Ege Gubre had populations swollen by new arrivals and became more crowded.5

At the same time there were changes in society, social and economic transformations towards a more structured society with social differences.

The sea level was much lower than today and the little mound of Yeşilova was situated on a green plain between two rivers. The people of Yeşilova were farmers and grew wheat, barley and lentils. They had large herds of sheep, goats and cattle in the green fields surrounding the settlement. The economy was diverse as they also fished in the rivers, collected seashells, hunted game and gathered wild herbs.

The consumption of seafood increased especially towards the end of the Neolithic Period. (III 1–3). Almost all of the seafood remains consist of univalves (e.g. screw shells) and bivalves (e.g. mussels) that live in sandy environments in the bays and shallow waters near the shore.6

The next-biggest group is the smaller animals such as sheep and goats, and then pigs. It appears that in levels III 2 and I the smaller pastoral animals, sheep and goats, increased in importance; remains of cattle and pigs show a distinct decrease.

Most of the stone tools and weapons are made of flint and consist of different types including arrowheads, blades, cutters, scrapers, piercers and borers (Fig. 9–10). The cores and chips show that the production of flint tools was carried out at Yeşilova. Some stones had been cut to make them square so they could be used to make necklaces. Among the clay items there is a miniature table (Fig. 11) that had been shaped in a similar way to those found in Ulucak IV. It is understood from the pintadera seals with labyrinth and spiral motifs (Fig. 8), similar to those found in level Vb at Ulucak and Bademağacı EN II, that the Yeşilova Neolithic community had an organised social structure.

---

7 Çilingiroğlu – Çilingiroğlu 2007, 367, fig. 27; Duru 2008, fig. 76.

---

Fig. 5 Neolithic pot from Yeşilova.

Fig. 6 Neolithic pottery from Yeşilova.
It is possible to compare the Yeşilova finds with finds from other excavations around the city of İzmir, primarily Ulucak Höyük followed by Aegean settlements such as Ege Gübre, Çukurçi and Dedecik-Heybelitepe. The finds parallel those of the nearest settlement to Yeşilova Höyük, Ulucak Höyük level IV, and the pottery from Çukurçi, Dedecik-Heybelitepe⁸. In addition, the pottery from the level that had architecture with stone foundations at the Aegean Gübre settlement, which had at least a three-phase settlement in the Neolithic Period, red-slipped pottery roughened on the outside and decorated with fingernail impression designs was found in levels III 1 – 2 of Yeşilova Höyük (Fig. 7). While fingernail impression decorated pieces completely vanish in the lower levels, red slipped pieces decrease towards the lower levels and their surfaces become matte in appearance.

The Yeşilova finds show that the origins of İzmir go back as far as an Early Neolithic community. The Yeşilova Neolithic community in the central-western Anatolia region underwent their own cultural development and must have had links with both the Lakes Region and with the islands and the Marmara region. These people, who probably came to İzmir from a region further east, were the first here to combine hunter-gathering with stockbreeding and farming, and when they settled in the vicinity of İzmir, the community established its own culture and society; this was not merely a transitional region.

This development process, that includes the end of the level III 1 Neolithic, shows that the Neolithic settlement was abandoned, like Ulucak IV and Ege Gübre III, around 5,800–5,700 BC⁹. There may have been a new, dramatic shift in the climate, which brought drought to West Anatolia.

---

Fig. 9 Neolithic stone axes.
Fig. 10  Neolithic stone tools.
Yeşilova Level II (Chalcolithic Period) – a New Settlement and New Community

A two-phase settlement extending across the whole mound was identified at this level. A hole, or hollow, 1 m in depth and at least 6–8 m in diameter had been opened up in the Neolithic levels, and appears to have been lived in as a hut-type dwelling in two separate periods (Fig. 4). Apart from this hole, the Chalcolithic settlement seems to have continued with other such hollowed out dwellings.

Although no architecturally rich finds were found, there was a piece of floor belonging to the last phase of the Chalcolithic settlement at the mound (II 1). In the lower levels of this hollowed-out section there were heaps of debris approximately 16–10 cm in thickness consisting of stones of various sizes, pieces of burnt kerpip (mud brick) and pots belonged to the second level of the Chalcolithic Period (II 2). Some whole pots and other finds were found in situ on the top of this floor.

The Chalcolithic pottery was generally roughly made. The paste was tempered with small stones and mica, varying in size according to the size of the pots. Some of the pieces of larger vessels were plant-tempered (Fig. 12–13).

Most of the pots were grey and blackish grey in colour, sometimes in shades of brown and brownish-red and burnishing marks are seen are some of them.

There are a variety of vessel types; bowls with rims inverted at the mouth, sharply carinated bowls with inverted rims, bowls with sharp profiles; semi-spherical bowls of which some have vertical handles rounded or oval in shape with spur type protrusions on them and flat lugs; flaring bowls with rims thickened on the inside at the mouth; thick-rimmed, roughly-made, poorly-fired pots with flat bases and straight sides or slightly everted simple mouth rims, with irregular, roughly-pierced steam holes arranged in a single row under the rim; one-handled jars with long necks narrowing at the mouth, some with spurs. Basket handles are very common, and mushroom-shaped handles are seen on some of them (Fig. 13).

Most of the pots have hollow bases, while a smaller number have flat bases. Decorated pieces are very rare. From the aspect of pottery profile characteristics, these pots show close similarity to those from Emporio levels X–VII, Kumtepe la and Iliğinar levels VIII–VI and are therefore dated to the Chalcolithic Period.

There was a thick pebble layer on the level III 1 at Yeşilova (Fig. 14).

Neolithic settlements around Izmir were entirely abandoned, leaving behind ashes and ruins (Fig. 15). The settlements remained deserted until the arrival of new and different communities of the Chalcolithic culture at least 500 years later.

---

Fig. 13  Chalcolithic pottery from Yeşilova.
Fig. 14  Pebble layer.

Fig. 15  Neolithic level III.1.
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